




Index of Untold stories 

It imagines Book as a self-directory or an 

Index library. It has many horizons and 

many answers. Dots and lines on paper 

construct the whole stories. Binder 

seems a fact of integration. Cover pages 

try to hold it within said space, but the 

content goes beyond pages. Dots, pixels, 

and lines emerge from page surfaces 

and create a dialogue with indefinite 

presence human being. 

Book has varied horizons, many stories, 

moving images, and always a living 

narration. Here the lexis is not essential 

whether one can call as a handmade 

book, Artist’s Book, or Photo Book. The 

whole approach is anchoring on the 

realization of a personal journey through 

a narration, which has many 

explanations. It is an index library from 

one can step into a new world of visuals 

and textual matters. Finally, the 



psychology of the book and experiencing 

book will create new stories, and that is 

how the book as physical space will be 

alive forever.   

The book made me think-    "Think of 

time" by Walt Whitman 1819-1892 

To think of time—of all that 

retrospection!  

To think of to-day, and the ages 

continued henceforward!  

Have you guess'd you yourself would not 

continue?  

Have you dreaded these earth-beetles?  

Have you fear'd the future would be 

nothing to you?  

Is to-day nothing? Is the beginningless 

past nothing? 

 If the future is nothing, they are just as 

surely nothing. 
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 Book  and Bibliography: A parallel  line 

Many years ago, Single piece of artwork was not giving any satisfactory result. It was not a happy mind. 

Slowly the restless mind started joining a few paper collages together and imaging a moving image.  

 May be 1999 British artist Prof. Paul Coldwell seen some those stapled works and told about Artist's 

Book. Later the journey started a more profound way and studied Book Arts at Camberwell College of 

Arts London. 2001-2002.  

There was always a broad definition of Artist's Book, Book Arts! Time flows very fast this is 2019. Its an 

era of Pinterest, which is an inspiration for a creative person to access the visual references quickly. 

Perhaps its a time rethink about the term Artist's Book.  

It was a whole collection of photographs, as a test print kept them as memory album. Never thought 

that one day those records would get a new name like artist's Book.  

 Presently Photo Book is another popular term. However, Photo Book exists for many years. Having a 

Photo Book dated from 1950 onwards made me think to define the idea of Book in the era of Digital 

Humanity. 

Handmade Book has many definition and appearances.  A close shape of a book even explained as 

conceptual Book or Book sculpture.  Book is something which needs to explore thoroughly from outside 

to inside.  Just an outside appearance may not define the inside matters of any form of Book. 

A book means smells, Tactility, weight, Text, Images, Type of Fonts, Languages Bindings also belongings 

and feeling of Possession. It is also memories and index of untold stories. There are many more 

definitions to add.  

It is essential to mention that Indian miniatures, Jain punthi, Odisha Pata paintings are also a form of 

Book. Before western theoretician derived the term Artist,s Book or so-called 'Photo Book'  In India and 

Bengal have done some critical experimentation with a different form of books. The artist likes 

Abanindranath Tagore, Rabindranath Tagore, Khitindranath Mazumdar, Asit Kumar Haldar later Dilip 

Kumar Gupta knew with his publishing company Signet press, which has created several extraordinary 

creative publications. One cannot forget the spectacular design and graphics of MARG  Journal, During 

Mulak Raj Anand's tenure.  Presently Photo Book is another popular term. However, Photo Book exists 

for many years. Having a Photo Book dated from 1950 onwards made me think to define the idea of 

Book in the era of Digital Humanity. 

During the early eighties, even middle-class Bengalis from Kolkata unknowingly created book sculptures 

at home. That built with an entire lot of Marxist and Leninist books which hardly read by the family 

members. However, it was a great appearance of the study or drawing room at many Bengalis homes 

those days.   

 

Book is something to feel, experience, and smell may be read or interact. It is beautiful to hold a book 

and feel a physical presence. It is not a finished product. Book is an ongoing process and part of life. It 

changes its appearance with the journey of life. Number of Pages may be limited, but knowledge and 

experience is endless journey. It is an excitement to explore, and some part is natural; some portion may 



be uneasy. Sometimes with endnotes and footnotes. Sometimes flow like a river.It is a living experience 

and integrated part of life, which has many words to say. 
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 Enduring spaces between two covers  and Beyond 

covers >>>  

In almost every case, attention to the book’s visual 

presence – the object – is emphasized in a manner that 

embraces elements of painting, sculpture, collage, and 

film techniques. The conceptual dimensions of the book 

are similarly broadened. Some of these artists’ books are 

made for reading, some to be looked at; some for 

touching; many for all three. In terms of content, they 

range from political statements to formal meditations or 

personal fantasies. They are often exquisitely crafted; 

they are also visually wild, inscrutable, and weird. Many 

people create notebook‐ type books, collage diaries, 

phone books, and even grocery shop notebooks.  These 

are not strictly speaking artists’ books, and the artists’ 

involvement in this type of work is informal. The art of 

making books is an ancient one, and we are all familiar 

with the exquisite manuscripts created both in  India and 

the West. Indian miniatures were often presented in the 

form of a book. This process has dramatically evolved 

over the years, and we could say it came of age in the 

20th century. The form provides an overview of the arts, 

and it can serve as a tool for mapping history through the 

use of a critical structure that can be studied. Also, 20th 

century was the time when Europe has given the working 

term called Artist’s Book Artists' books or art books are 



made or designed by artists, and they are works of art that 

take the form of a book. They are often published as 

limited editions, although they sometimes appear as one‐

of‐a‐kind objects, referred to as "uniques" but they can 

also be mass‐produced. The group of artist that originated 

in France around the beginning of the 20th century can be 

seen as one of the essential precursors to the 

contemporary artist's book. These were books that 

usually contained original prints by a well‐known artist that 

served to illustrate the text. Although they were not real 

artists’ books in the contemporary sense of the term, they 

were nonetheless radical during their time.  

In the 1950s and 1960s two other artists, Dieter Roth 

from Germany and the American artist Ed Ruscha 

explored this art form, creating conceptual works and 

popularizing the genre. Artists' books have adopted a 

wide range of forms over the years, including scrolls, 

fold‐outs, concertinas or loose items contained in a box 

or bound printed sheets. While artists have been active 

in printing and book production for centuries, the artist's 

book is primarily a late mid-20th‐century form. "Artists' 

books are books or book‐like objects over the final 

appearance of which an artist has had a high degree of 

control; where the book is intended as a work of art in 

itself." Stephen Bury"  



  I put together this small Collection of Books from my 

Archives and Artists books [ Made by myself]     to share 

a small journey on a form of Books in different stages 

and how the different method and material has involved 

making a  book based on Prints.  
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